Underfloor heating mat wiring diagram

Free Wiring Diagram. Assortment of underfloor heating thermostat wiring diagram. A wiring
diagram is a streamlined traditional pictorial representation of an electric circuit. It shows the
parts of the circuit as simplified forms, and also the power and signal links in between the
devices. A wiring diagram typically provides information concerning the relative position and
arrangement of gadgets and also terminals on the gadgets, to assist in structure or servicing
the tool. A photographic diagram would certainly reveal extra detail of the physical look,
whereas a wiring diagram utilizes a more symbolic notation to stress affiliations over physical
appearance. A wiring diagram is frequently used to fix problems and also to make certain that
all the connections have actually been made and that whatever is present. Variety of underfloor
heating thermostat wiring diagram. Click on the image to enlarge, and then save it to your
computer by right clicking on the image. A very first look at a circuit layout might be complex,
but if you could check out a train map, you can read schematics. The objective is the very same:
obtaining from factor A to direct B. Literally, a circuit is the course that enables electricity to
circulation. Voltage: Gauged in volts V , voltage is the stress or force of electricity. This is
usually supplied by a battery such as a 9V battery or mains power, the outlets in your house run
at V. Outlets in various other nations operate at a various voltage, which is why you require a
converter when taking a trip. Existing: Current is the circulation of power, or even more
particularly, the circulation of electrons. It is determined in Amperes Amps , and also can only
stream when a voltage supply is connected. Resistance: Measured in Ohms R or O , resistance
defines how conveniently electrons can stream through a product. Products such as gold or
copper, are called conductors, as they easily allow circulation of motion low resistance. Plastic,
wood, and also air are examples of insulators, inhibiting the motion of electrons high
resistance. DC Direct Present. DC is a continual circulation of current in one instructions. DC
can flow not simply with conductors, but semi-conductors, insulators, or even a vacuum
cleaner. AC Rotating Present. The frequency of Air Conditioning is determined in Hertz Hz , as
well as is generally 60 Hz for electrical energy in property as well as service purposes. Currently
s the fun stuff. Completing an electrical engineering degree and after that getting a work in the
field means you will see a whole lot a lot a whole lot of these schematics. It s crucial to
comprehend specifically just what is happening with these. While they can and will get very
complicated, these are simply a few of the common graphics to obtain your ground on.
Whenever you establish your particular area of electric design, you may see a lot more complex
layouts and also signs. You ll find out also that different nations use various signs. Here at
Ambiente, our aim is to make UFH installation as painless and hassle-free as possible for all
installers. If you have any further questions about UFH wiring that you think we should add, get
in touch! The wiring centre is where all the wiring for a UFH system meets. It is fed by a v
fused-spur supply and coordinates the signals received from each of the heating thermostats.
We supply wiring centres for v, 12v and also radio-frequency wireless systems, suitable for 1 to
8 heating zones. One of the most common problems that installers encounter is leaving the
wiring too late in the UFH installation process. You must make sure the wires are run at the
first-fix stage, from each thermostat position back to the manifold location. If the wires are not
run at the first-fix stage, you will normally be forced to use a wireless control system, which is
not only more expensive but potentially higher-maintenance in the long term. All Ambiente
accredited installers have access to key resources that ensure a safe, successful and quick
installation. With all the documentation and technical details you need at the click of a button in
our resources section , and all the support you need just a phone call away. Another common
problem with UFH wiring is ensuring that the correct wiring is run from each thermostat
position. The NeoAir Wireless is ideal for those looking for a totally wire free and app
controllable solution for heating and hot water. NeoAir Wiring Diagram. We also provide a
wireless version of the Ambiente Touchscreen Programmable Room Thermostat , which is the
most popular model for controlling individual heating zones. Click below to see the wiring
instructions:. The answer to this will, of course, depend on the controls you choose for the
underfloor heating system. They include an easy to follow layout, which shows clear wiring
colours that help you successfully connect thermostats to the underfloor heating manifold. If
you would like more guidance on underfloor heating wiring, then get in touch with us today.
Benefit from a wide range of UFH systems and controls to suit every project, free project leads
from our extensive network of contacts and free technical support from a highly knowledgeable
team. Robert is the General Manager at Ambiente and has been working in the underfloor
heating industry since What is a UFH wiring centre? Common problems with UFH wiring One of
the most common problems that installers encounter is leaving the wiring too late in the UFH
installation process. What are the wireless wet UFH options? Any questions on UFH wiring? Not
an Ambiente accredited installer yet? This site uses cookies: Find out more. Okay, thanks.
Sophisticated gadgets and gadgets even come to enhance your house with technologies, one of

which can be Nest thermostat. This smart gadget permits you to control temperature via
internet effortlessly. Nest thermostat is another generation of cooling and heating apparatus.
Not only does it allow you to control temperature readily, but the unit is also able to learn your
pattern. But, you want to save your time and find out more about Nest thermostat including the
wiring diagram before enjoying the features. When it comes to installing Nest thermostat, then
you need to manage Nest Wiring Diagram Underfloor Heating , either you like it or not.
Understanding the diagram helps you set up and set up the apparatus correctly. There is
nothing to worry about doing it. Nest offers simple advice that will make everything easier.
When you arrive at the phase to plug wires into base plate of Nest thermostat, you have to put
the cables precisely based on the diagram. The wiring diagram assistant may guide you which
wires go to which interface. To make your job simpler, prepare needle-nose pliers. Use the
pliers to insert and fasten cable, press button and add the wire as much as it could go. Lift up
the button and the cord is securely inserted. To ensure, give it a sleek puff. When you finished
all the cables, you can shove on the wires inside. This makes the wire are not sticking out the
base plate. The last step is taking the principal thermostat or screen. Make sure the logo is at
the very top. To fasten, push till you hear clicks. Setting up the unit is truly easy but it is
composed of several actions. First, choose your own language. Connect your thermostat to Wi
Fi network and push , select the network from the list. Enter Wi Fi password and proceed to
checkmark icon to finish. Push to keep. Then, prepare the location. This permits the device to
exhibit weather. Press again to continue. You might find that the device provide location that is
not yourssimply press. Next you have to select the continent you live in and additionally the zip
code. Then, select the place type you live in; either Single Family, Multi Family, or condominium
as well as where you locate the thermostat in your dwelling. The next step: install the heating
and cooling in order the device works properly. If all is great, just push to continue. Otherwise,
rearrange the cable. When Nest thermostat has been discovered, affirm the machine and
continue setting the temperature. After finishing this, you could also set up the application for
remote control if needed. To appreciate this feature, download the application from Google Play
or App Store. Nest Wiring Diagram Underfloor Heating. Sophisticated gadgets and devices also
come to boost your house with technology, one of which is Nest thermostat. This intelligent
gadget allows you to control temperature through net withoutâ€¦. Sophisticated gadgets and
devices also come to boost your house using technology, among which is Nest thermostat.
This intelligent gadget enables you to control temperature via internet with ease. However,
beforeâ€¦. Sophisticated gadgets and gadgets even come to boost your house with
technologies, one of which will be Nest thermostat. This intelligent gadget enables you to
control temperature via net with easeâ€¦. Nest E Wiring Diagram, Ob. Underfloor heating is a
very popular way to heat your home. Electric underfloor heating is a very popular choice
because it does not take up much room and therefore, if fitted retrospectively, does not raise
the floor level too much. This tutorial shows you how to install electric underfloor heating in a
room in your home and also covers how to correctly lay out each heating mat, how to install the
required sensor and how to run the electrical cables from your heating mat to a thermostat
controller. We also cover how to test the system for resistance and continuity of current to
make sure it is within an acceptable range and also to ensure that current flows throughout the
whole system and that it will all work correctly. We also answer some of the most common
questions that get asked when it comes to electric underfloor heating. Don't want to do this job
yourself? Let us help you find a tradesman local to you. Warning : To complete electrical works
you must comply with Electrical Regulations â€” Click here for more information. Please also
see our project on the New Wiring and Cable Colours. Underfloor heating cables can be stuck to
a mat to make installation quicker or they can be laid loose round the room. When laid loose it
is normally under a floor screed and the cable itself is larger. In some high heat loss areas such
as conservatories, cable can be laid which will deal with W per sq m so please ensure you
understand exactly what you are doing or get a qualified electrician to install the floor for you.
With this in mind, a qualified electrician will be required to make the final mains connection and
if you are working on a large floor area, the cables and mats will need extra planning because of
the load calculations required to stay safe. A completely separate power supply may be
necessary for some of the larger installations. Underfloor heating is fast becoming the most
popular form of heating. In most forms, it is inexpensive to install, economical to run, there is
no maintenance and above all, the heat distribution is total. Using thermostats in separately
controlled zones throughout the house, you can easily control the heat to each room and keep
your heating costs to an absolute minimum. Electric underfloor heating mats are invisible in so
much as there are no radiators or heaters showing. They can be used in both domestic and
commercial properties in both a new build property and one under renovation, refurbishment
and remodelling. The mats can be installed under almost every floor type, including wood, tile

and laminate, making it ideal for refurbishment projects. Even laid on top of an existing floor
and covered with tiles, the floor height is raised no more than 20mm. This means that the
movement from one room to another is accomplished with only a small step which can be made
to look attractive by means of a small timber moulding glued to the face of the newly heated
floor. You can see from the images below the advantages and ease of installation over normal,
radiator type heating. The DIY nature of the electric underfloor mats, especially using the DIY
underfloor heating kits available, makes it perfect for most heating purposes in most homes.
The underfloor heating mat itself is simply a vehicle by which a single electric wire can be run
around the room with no twisting or kinking which could lead to breakages in the cable and
circuit. The cable is stuck to the mat and the underside of the mat is stuck to the floor in
whichever room you choose to lay it. As the video below shows, the cable must start and finish
at the same point to allow connection to the control box and thermostat. The electric current
flows through the cable causing heat to be generated. The amount of heat depends entirely on
the possible output of the cable and the heat settings you use on the thermostat. A sensor,
connected to the thermostat, is also placed under the floor with the mat. The sensor measures
the temperature of the floor and tells the control box to start and stop the heating to ensure it
stays at the temperature you have set. It is important that you select the correct type of heating
mat with the correct heat outputs for the type of floor you wish to lay your heating mat under.
Please seek independent advice from your supplier or installer as to the type of electric
underfloor heating mat you require for any particular flooring type. This section is simply a
guide to the different wattage outputs of heating mats and where they are generally used. Talk
to the supplier about the best form of insulation under the heating mat, where this is possible. If
all heat can be directed upwards by a reflective underfloor insulation then even ore money can
be saved. Not necessarily, especially if you are installing the heating mat in a small room such
as a kitchen or bathroom. However, insulating the floor first will stop any heat going downwards
and reflect it all back up and give you greater value for money. Decisions like this sometimes
depend on how much of a step you are willing to put into the room. Insulated tile backer boards
can be as thin as 6mm and when stuck to the floor offer great insulation and a very firm base. If
installed properly and with each edge stuck to the one next to it, these backer boards can
replace plywood strengthening panels on timber floors. This then gives you the rigidity you
require from a timber floor plus insulation. This is very important when laying tiles onto a timber
floor with underfloor heating. The Romans invented underfloor heating so it is nothing new! It is
however, if installed correctly with the loads calculated properly, the most efficient form of
heating available. The first point in favour of underfloor heating is that it requires very little
energy to run. The heating covers the almost complete surface area of the floor to heat the room
above in a very natural way as heat rises anyway. A radiator however covers a very small
percentage of the walls surface and has to work very hard indeed to throw out enough heat for
the rooms volume. Visually, underfloor heating wins by miles. Who really wants to stare at a
radiator on the wall, no matter how contemporary it is? Underfloor heating in all formats, leaves
the walls free for things that are really worth looking at. The last point which swings underfloor
heating into the lead is the cleanliness aspect. Radiators gather dust, hide socks and invite
people to hang wet clothes and towels on them. This leads to condensation which, in turn, leads
to mould. Firstly, you need to decide how much you are prepared to lift your floor. If this is not a
problem it is a good idea to source and fit some insulation backer boards to the floor first.
These boards will stop you wasting a lot of heat in the floor. You can see the various kinds of
insulation in insulation for your underfloor heating project. Example of the step that is created
after installing underfloor heating and how it can be finished with a timber strip. The area where
the floor heating is to be fitted is measured. The mat must start and finish at the same place as
you can see from the video below. The mats are usually mm wide and when the end of a room is
reached, the mat is cut and swung round to go the other way down the floor. Mats should not be
placed under kitchen units or appliances such as washing machines and dishwashers and
laying it right up to the edge of the skirting is pointless, so keep it mm inside this line. This will
reduce the amount of mat you need and of course, keep the cost down. Additionally, never cut
the red heating cable, only the mat. Pay particular attention to where you are going to connect
your cables to and make sure you can reach the power point without damaging the floor or
walls too much. You will also need to place the sensor in the floor for a thermostat so ensure
you understand from the instructions where all of the cables need to go. All matting and wiring
laid out and planned where it should be fitted before gluing down, including all the wiring for
controller and sensor. Spread the adhesive on the back of an underfloor heating mat and ensure
a decent covering. The adhesive itself will be good for about 10 â€” 20 lifts so if you make a
mistake you can simply lift the mat and relay. Underfloor heating mat laid on a plywood
sub-base and measured so that it does not butt up to the skirting. Use a multi-meter to check

you have continuity of current all the way round the heating cable and that the resistance of the
cable falls into the allowable limits. These limits will be shown in the installation instructions
and you can see how the multi-meter works from the underfloor heating video below. As
mentioned above, you should have worked out where the cables will start and finish, including
the sensor cable, before you started to stick the matting down. Once you have confirmed their
placement, chase out the floor to receive them. Before going to the controller, the cables must
finish below the level of the actual heating mat. The loose cable to the power supply should be
cut into the floor to keep it out of the way and ensure it does not move about. The temperature
sensor should be placed to finish no higher than the top of the mat and in the case of the
sensor the cable should have a finished height just underneath the mat. The cables will twist
while you lay them so to stop them being a nuisance until you lay the floor covering you can
glue or tape them down out of the way. The next job is to work out where the floor sensor will
go. This should sit mid-way between two of the underfloor heating cable runs. The floor sensor
will link up to the thermostat and let the system know when the required heat has been reached.
The thermostat will then turn the heating off. Make sure you have worked out where the
thermostat will be placed and how you will get the sensor and the power cables to it. The sensor
wire will sit in a small piece of conduit which should have the end taped over to avoid any
damage to the sensor itself. Check your instructions to see how far into the floor the sensor
should be placed. When all the heating is laid its time to test it to make sure that current is
available and continuous throughout the entire run and that the resistance is within acceptable
barriers. Watch the video carefully to see how this is done. The continuity should be tested
again to make sure the cable is not damaged and the resistance tested See our video on Ohms
Law to understand more about resistance. In terms of testing the matting, use a piece scrap of
paper to write down your resistance figures regularly throughout the installation, firstly when
the box is unwrapped and the matting removed, then when the mat is unrolled and laid out and
finally when it is all stuck down. It is also a good idea to test it periodically while you are laying
it also. When you are happy that the mat is laid correctly it is time to tile or lay whatever surface
you are putting down, on top of it. Again, before you start laying your floor, test the full circuit
for resistance and continuity of current one last time. If you are laying tiles then please use
flexible floor adhesive and if laying tiles onto a plywood floor, make sure your adhesive is
suitable for wooden floors. Run the sensor cable and the end of the heating cable up to the
thermostat box. You have several choices on how this is done:. Our preferred method is to run
the wires through the wall as it keeps all of the cables out of site and leads to a much neater job.
Use a cable access kit to pull wires and cables up through walls â€” Available here in our online
store. Cable Access kits are available for this kind of cable fishing. If you click on the link you
will be taken through to our tool store where you can watch a video on how the cable access kit
is used before buying one. The mains power can now be taken from either a suitable socket or
from the consumer unit if your instructions demand this. The mains power must first go to a
double pole switch, separating both live and neutral when turned off, and from the double pole
switch the power is taken to the control unit or thermostat where it meets the sensor and
element cables from the heating mat. When wired up to your underfloor heating, the
thermostatic control unit will enable you to set the temperature of your underfloor heating and
also allow you to save energy. Please note : If your unit is not made in the UK the wiring colours
may not conform to our colours. Sensor units are usually wired with no polarity but please
check every detail of your wiring with a specialist electrician. We strongly advise you to get
your wiring checked by a professional and if in any doubt about how it should be connected up,
please get a professional electrician to do this for you. Once all connected, you should be ready
to go. Fire up your heating and wait for it to kick in. If all is well you should have a nice warm
floor within a few minutes. Question: Why are there two different types of mat one for timber
and one for concrete floors? Thicker floors require more energy to heat them so larger cables
up to 7mm are used. It is not sensible to stick these to a mat as they are just not as flexible and
would probably just come off during installation anyway. The larger cables come on a roll and
are manually placed in the room by clipping them down at regular intervals. Answer: Yes.
Search for the underfloor heating system that is recommended for your type of flooring and see
our page on insulating under the floor heating. Answer: Very safe. Make sure you test your
cables all the way through the installation and get an electrician to wire you up to the mains.
You should then have no safety issues at all. Answer: Most manufacturers will tell you that the
cost of running an underfloor heating system in any room is about the same as running the light
bulbs used for that room. Answer: Anyone can legally install the underfloor heating mats
themselves, they can even provide the sockets and switches in the wall. In the kitchen and
bathroom you must get a qualified electrician to connect to the mains and if you are running the
heating from the consumer unit, on a separate circuit, then this must be done by a qualified

electrician also. Answer: Most manufacturers offer a year guarantee. Under this usually the
cable is guaranteed for ten years if installed in accordance with the Installation Instruction
booklet. Question: Will the tiles be affected by the heating and cooling of the underfloor
heating? Answer: No. Not if the correct wattage cables are used and manufacturers instructions
are followed. Answer: Unlikely. The bed of adhesive should protect the cable but we would
advise an electrical check after such an event. Answer: All reputable underfloor heating cable
suppliers only supply waterproof cable with earthing systems that will ensure no danger in the
event of a flood. Answer: If installed correctly the underfloor heating system will last just as
long as all the other wiring in the house. All project content written and produced by Mike
Edwards , founder of DIY Doctor and industry expert in building technology. Apologies, but we
don't seem to have a video for this project yet, but we will do our best to get one up soon. Find
a tradesman now! Twitter Facebook Pin It Buffer. Project Menu Project Menu. Underfloor
Heating Maintenance Costs and Heat Distribution Underfloor heating is fast becoming the most
popular form of heating. Advantages of Using an Electric Underfloor Heating Mat and System
Electric underfloor heating mats are invisible in so much as there are no radiators or heaters
showing. Fitting an electric underfloor heating mat Guide to the Type of Underfloor Heating Mat
Required for Different Floor Coverings Please seek independent advice from your supplier or
installer as to the type of electric underfloor heating mat you require for any particular flooring
type. Back to the Top. Find a Reliable Local Tradesman. Don't fancy doing this project yourself?
We work with the industries best to ensure that we recommend only reliable and trustworthy
tradesmen. Let DIY Doctor help you find a tradesman. More Help. Give us Some Feedback! Was
this page useful:. First Name: required. Email Address: required. We read and respond to all
feedback by email. To allow us to do so you will be added to our email list, however you can
unsubscribe at any time using the links at the bottom of any of our emails. Find out more in our
privacy policy. Any DIY questions should be posted to our Forum. Footer DIY Doctor. Follow us
on Twitter. Follow us on YouTube. Follow us on Pinterest. Follow us on Tumblr. You climb out
of your nice warm bed and step onto an icy cold floor. Awful, right? There is a simple and
relatively simple way to change this scenario. This article covers the process of wiring an
electric floor heating system. Learn how easy it is to add the soothing warmth of heated floors
to bathrooms, kitchens, family rooms, or any room in your home for a more comfortable and
inviting living space. This article is provided courtesy of WarmlyYours , the industry leader in
electric radiant floor heating systems. Including floor heating in bathroom, kitchen or family
room remodels has been spurred on by the relatively recent introduction of easy-to-install
electric systems. A dedicated circuit is recommended for your system. Local codes may differ,
so always consult with a qualified electrician first. If you are planning on doing the installation
yourself, you will need to check the following before commencing:. Does your local jurisdiction
allow a homeowner to complete this type of electrical work. Check with your insurance provider
to ensure that your coverage is not compromised. Have your work inspected. The electrical
wiring should follow the wiring instruction schematic provided. Multiple heating rolls may be
connected in parallel to the same control device. WarmlyYours has produced a series of videos
that guide you through the installation of a radiant floor heating system. Included in these is a
video covering the wiring of your electric floor heating system. This article is provided courtesy
of WarmlyYours, the industry leader in electric radiant floor heating systems. Be sure to check
out their website, It ensures that you will be able to locate a dealer in your area as well as other
professionals to help with your installation. Advertise With Us. This entry was posted in Indoor
Wiring , Wiring Projects and tagged electric floor heating , floor heat , flooring system , radiant
heat , Warmly Yours , WarmlyYours. Bookmark the permalink. Replacing a 3-Way Switch in the
Kitchen. Popular E-Book. Terry Peterman, the Internet Electrician. Switches Receptacles
Lighting Outdoor. The following wiring diagrams show some suggested applications and are
examples only; there are many more possibilities. A good level of electrical competence and a
reasonable understanding of domestic plumbing systems is assumed for studying these
application examples. Contact technical support if in any doubt: support myenergi. The water in
the cylinder is heated with only surplus power until the thermostat has opened, the eddi will
display Max Temp Reached and the surplus power will then be exported until the water cools,
heating will then resume. An auxiliary heat source e. Heating the water during times of
generation e. This is the default configuration for eddi; the settings do not need to be altered for
this application. Electric only households tend to have a hot water cylinder with two immersion
heaters, this is perfect for eddi as it can support heating two heaters sequentially. Heater 1 the
top immersion heater is heated with surplus power until the water at the top of the cylinder is
hot and the thermostat opens, then eddi will immediately switch over to Heater 2 ; heating the
bottom of the cylinder. During heating of the lower priority heater Heater 2 , eddi will switch
back to the higher priority heater Heater 1 every 15 mins to check if it can store any more heat.

When the water is fully heated, any surplus power will be exported, eddi will switch back to the
priority heater and check the lower priority heater every 15 mins. It is common for electric only
households to employ dual tariff billing. This application enables automatic heating of water
when the economy tariff is available whilst also using any surplus generated power to heat the
water. The economy rate electricity can be time based or random, in either case, eddi can be set
to heat the water at the economy rate whenever possible, or at the economy rate only during
certain times. During heating of Heater 2, eddi will switch back to Heater 1 every 15 minutes to
check if it can store any more heat. When the water is fully heated, any surplus power will be
exported, eddi will switch back to the priority heater and check the lower priority heater every 15
minutes. Alternatively the eSense input can be used to activate the boost whenever the
economy tariff rate electricity is available, regardless of boost times. When using this option,
the Boost Timer is not needed. If automatic sensing of economy rate times is not needed, the
boost timer can be simply set to coincide with the economy tariff times. Some electric only
households that employ dual tariff billing use two separate electricity meters; one is live for 24
hours and the other is off-peak timed and bills at the economy rate. Only some appliances are
connected to the off-peak supply usually water heaters and storage heaters. This application
enables automatic boosting of water heating when the economy tariff is available whilst also
using any surplus generated power to heat the water. Both the top and bottom immersion
heaters can use surplus power and be boosted with peak rate electricity. However, only Heater 1
can be boosted with off-peak electricity See page 44 if it is desired to have Heater 2 boost using
off-peak power. Heater 1 the top immersion heater is heated with surplus power until the water
at the top of the cylinder is hot and the thermostat opens, then eddi will immediately switch over
to Heater 2; heating the bottom of the cylinder. To do this, eSense Input should be set to Boost
1. However, only Heater 2 can be boosted with off-peak electricity See page 42 if it is desired to
have Heater 1 boost using off-peak power. To do this, eSense Input should be set to Boost 2. To
maximise self-consumption of surplus power, an electric radiator can be heated once the hot
water cylinder is up-to temperature, eddi can support heating two heaters sequentially and so is
perfect for this application. Heater 1 the immersion heater in the hot water cylinder is heated
with surplus power until the water is hot and the thermostat opens, then eddi will immediately
switch over to Heater 2 to heat the radiator with surplus power. The heating priority can be
changed in the Main Menu Priority. As well as water heating, eddi can be used with electric
underfloor heating mats. In this application the water is heated as priority and when fully
heated, the surplus power is instead diverted to the underfloor heating mat. Heater 1 the
immersion heater in the hot water cylinder is heated with surplus power until the water is hot
and the thermostat opens, then eddi will immediately switch over to Heater 2 the underfloor
heating mat and continue diverting the surplus power. The eSense Input setting is set to Heater
Enable 2 so only when the thermostat is calling for heat will eddi apply power to the mat. When
the underfloor heating thermostat is open eddi will display Max Temp Reached. Hot water
cylinders that are normally heated by a gas or oil boiler often have an immersion heater
installed in the top half of the cylinder. This means only about half of the water can be heated
with electric. With the addition of a de-stratification pump, almost the entire volume of the hot
water cylinder can be fully heated. The water in the cylinder is heated via the immersion heater
with surplus power until the thermostat has opened, then eddi will run the pump for up to five
minutes. This pushes some of the hot water from the top of the cylinder , down to the bottom,
thus pulling the cooler water up to the region that can be heated via the immersion heater. As
the cooler water is drawn up, the thermostat will close again and eddi is able to resume heating
the water. As eddi is predominately a water heating control device, it can be used to manage all
of the water heating, even if an auxiliary heat source is used to heat the water. With this
application the homeowner will be able to program auxiliary boiler boost times with eddi. Any
existing water heating control is removed or disconnected. Whenever the boost is active, Relay
1 will operate and the Y-plan heating system will respond, heating the water via the auxiliary
boiler. Whenever the boost is active, Relay 1 will operate and the S-plan heating system will
respond, heating the water via the auxiliary boiler. Most heat pumps require control of the
immersion heater in the hot water cylinder, this is to periodically heat the water to a higher
temperature in order to kill any Legionella bacteria that may have built up in the stored water.
This application enables the heat pump to effectively control the immersion heater when
required whilst the heater is actually connected only to the eddi. In this application, the eddi is
configured to respond to the eSense signal by fully switching on Heater 1 output regardless of
available surplus. Some heat pump heating systems have a buffer tank for the heating circuit as
well as a hot water cylinder. For this application two heating elements are wired to the eddi; the
water immersion heater is connected to Heater 1 output and the buffer tank immersion heater is
connected to Heater 2 output. Priority is given to the water heating and only when fully heated

does the eddi switch to heating the buffer tank. In this application the water is heated by eddi
with the immersion heater when there is a relativity small amount of surplus power e. But when
there is enough surplus the heat pump is used to heat the water instead. This configuration
takes advantage of the higher efficiency of the heat pump compared with the immersion heater,
whilst ensuring no surplus power is wasted. For this application the water heating element is
wired to the eddi Heater 1 output. In properties that benefit from a swimming pool, eddi can be
used to maximise self-consumption of surplus power, by first heating the domestic water before
switching to divert the surplus power to contribute to pool heating. Heater 1 the immersion
heater in the hot water cylinder is heated with surplus power until the domestic water is hot and
the thermostat opens, then eddi will immediately switch over to Heater 2 to heat the pool with
surplus power. During heating of the pool Heater 2 , eddi will briefly switch back to the domestic
water heater Heater 1 every 15 mins to check if it can store any more heat. When Heater 2 is
active i. Intro The following wiring diagrams show some suggested applications and are
examples only; there are many more possibilities. A single heater is wired to the Heater 1
output. Functional Description To maximise self-consumption of surplus power, an electric
radiator can be heated once the hot water cylinder is up-to temperature, eddi can support
heating two heaters sequentially and so is perfect for this application. This page was last
updated on 18th December at Privacy Policy. But perhaps the biggest reason why so many of
us are opting for dry over wet is the fact that it is so easy to install, especially in existing
properties. The rolled up matting with the elements already laid out makes the job a sinch,
allowing you more time for cups of tea â€” perfect! In the majority of cases, rolled heating mats
are the ideal solution. Although matting can be cut â€” just the matting, not the wires
themselves â€” small, unusual shaped rooms or ones with lots of obstructions can benefit from
having loose wire systems. Take a look at the room and check for excessive fixtures or corners
that may prevent you laying down matting successfully. Always check with the manufacturer
that the matting or wires are compatible with your intended surface. We would, however, always
recommend laying onto insulation boards. Insulation boards make sense for two reasons:. If
you are looking to warm up laminate flooring, then underfloor heating foil is the way to go. Tiles
and the like need electric underfloor heating mats or loose wire systems. As matting is the most
popular, that is what we are going to be looking at in this particular article. Image via Wiki
Commons. Get your tape measure out, along with a pencil and pad, and start to put your rooms
measurements down on paper. Once you have your room on paper, along with measurements
and existing fixtures, you will be able to calculate the area that will need to be covered by your
UFH matting. Remember to subtract the areas where the fixtures will be and to also leave
around 40 to 50mm around the edge of the room. Laying down the insulation correctly will make
your electric underfloor heating system run much more efficiently, saving you money in the
long run. In order to show you exactly how to do this we have created a separate step-by-step
guide on floor insulation for you to follow. This is essential as the power end of the matting will
be significantly thicker than the rest so it will need a recess to fit into. Once cut away, clean the
area thoroughly to remove any dust, grease and debris before continuing. Not got a good
multimeter? Buy one here. These vary according to the size and type of matting so be sure to
check the data sheet for each one if you are kitting out multiple rooms. As long as your reading
falls between the low and high end of this range your matting is in good shape. Or, heaven
forbid, a sink pedestal or toilet base! Really, look. Take notice of where the wire is within the
mesh of the matting and figure out where your cut needs to be in order to be able to flip the mat
and continue. The direction in which you want to flip the mat will define were the cut should go.
Cutting through the mesh is fine. Cutting through the self-adhe
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sive tape is fine. Cutting through the wire is not fineâ€¦not fine at all. After all cuts have been
made and the matting is fully rolled out, your entire room should be covered if your calculations
were correct. Now the electric underfloor heating mat is laid we need to get the sensor in place
so that our thermostat will know the temperature of the UFH. Same test as before. If your
reading is good, congratulations! Let us know how you get on in the comments below. You can
even send us your pictures via social media or email, we might just feature them on a brand
new page devoted to your installation pics. Contents - Click a link to skip to the section you
want to read 1 Intro 2 Which type of electric underfloor heating do you need? Which type of
electric underfloor heating do you need? Good article, thank you, a lot of useful information, I
will do so. Earnings Disclaimer: If you choose to buy a product via a link from our site,
Underfloor Heating Expert may receive a small commission.

